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It is common that people can’t wait the time when the snow is gone and the new leaves make the world bright. After all, in this
period, spring arrives and we may have a feeling of the happiness. This is true, of course, to us all, it is just that some people

experience such feeling on the first of may and others feel it on the first of june. The main idea of this article is to associate the
main concepts of spring with the Mayan festivals. Together with the Mayan calendar, we will find out that it is extremely

important to know how to count in Mayan number system. After all, the knowledge of Mayan calendar and all Maya artifacts
will allow us to understand a lot of ancient secret technologies and civilizations. In the following, we will try to describe the

basic features of the Mayan calendar. Mayan calendar basics The Mesoamerican culture has a number of very ancient
civilizations, the first of which was the Maya culture. It existed in the region of Mexico. In the beginning of that culture, people
used to worship the gods and naturally, because of that, they were involved in the ceremonies and rituals. However, it was not

the only act of the ancient culture. They also did lots of other activities, for instance, they had agriculture, they made specialized
crafts, and, of course, this is the most important, they used to make and store the knowledge. The knowledge was conveyed in
the form of writing. The Maya civilization is known for its incredible knowledge and cultural achievements. One of the things

that make this civilization famous is their writing system. Of course, writing is a concept that used to exist even before the
Mesoamerican culture. The ancient Egyptian culture was the first to develop writing in the form of the cartouche. It was
discovered in the tombs of ancient Egyptians in the beginning of the XXI century of our era. Modern people can see the

meaning of the word “cartouche” even now. Well, this is how we can imagine the concept of the written word. Nowadays, the
cartouche is an ornamental motif, although the ancient Egyptians used it as a way to name places, streets, and graves. In this

article, we will discuss how the Maya civilization used to write a lot. One of the things that people can notice about the ancient
Mayan writing system is that the glyphs look different from one another. It makes the decoding process difficult and
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